
When you employ staff that visit remote sites for inspection 
purposes, making best of their time is critical, whether 
they are loss adjustors, building inspectors, field-service or 
utility engineers.

Virtual Visits
Virtual Visits is a Liberty Create Accelerator (software) which 
reduces the need for people to travel to site locations for 
inspections. It can eliminate multiple repeat site visits by 
allowing remote or ‘virtual’ visits to be scheduled so that 
the contact on-site can provide the requested information.

This virtual visit is performed over a real-time video link, 
using the built-in video capabilities within Liberty Create.
You can also plan an on-site visit or an information request 
(where no visit is required).

Take a deeper dive | Contact us today for a demo | Visit netcall.com
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Advantages
The Virtual Visits Accelerator assists organisations in the 
following ways:

-    Improve safety – reduce the number of people
on-site to those that are strictly necessary

-    Enhance customer service – turn around the
inspection process faster and provide the results 
needed to service equipment or process a claim

-    Better risk management – allow objective risk 
assessments to be completed remotely before site 
visits need to take place

-    Increase inspection security and productivity – allow 
more inspections each day over a greater geographical 
area with inspector authentication and signature 
capture

-    Reduce travel – save inspector time and travel 
requirements by eliminating multiple site visits

-    Enable real-time communication – between 
inspectors and on-site parties, negating the need for 
messaging applications

-    Provide a full audit trail – record all remote inspection 
details, including documents and relevant materials, in 
an easily searchable digital system

-    Photo and video recordings – which can be shared 
with experts for further analysis

-    Full appointment scheduling – allowing full 
management and integration with an existing 
scheduling system

-    Recording remote visits – plus inspection statuses 
and outcomes
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Talk to us.

Contact us today for a demo visit
netcall.com/demo

Or call us on 0330 333 6100 and say 
“Liberty Create”

Netcall Community AppShare

Virtual Visits is an Accelerator made available to Liberty Create customers, at no charge, 
through the Netcall Community AppShare. Visit here for further details and to 

download the Accelerator. 

Applications for this Accelerator

With the rise of remote working and social distancing, this Accelerator has helped organisations in a number of 
different sectors to overcome the challenges of inspection processes. Here are some ways in which this Accelerator 
has improved the speed and flow of communication:

-    Utilities – remote equipment inspection

-    Insurance – loss adjusters reviewing items with a 
claim against them

-    Construction – building inspections

-    Field service enginnering – assessment of 
machinery or equipment with issues 
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